BREASTON IN BLOOM COMMITTTEE MEETING 19.11.17
APOLOGIES
FINANCE

Katy, Anne, Sally
(Anita, Helen, & Julie had met with Jean to arrange Anita's role
Julie
previous to the meeting.)
There is approx -£9 in the In bloom account though the BCF
account is healthy. The division of funds has not yet been brought
to the BCF committee. We did use the fundraising money from
yard sale etc to support Bloom last year but the intention is to keep
our own records so we can see a clearer picture.
The Parish Council have allocated £750 for us but this is not yet
received.
Cllr Pepios still has his allocation to spend - Julie to get quote from
Amberol regarding troughs on Golden Brook railings and approach
Peter for the money.

FUTURE PLANS

Railing will need to be painted in Spring. Julie has 1 tub of suitable
paint.

TBA

A Planter on a fence/railings on Longmoor to be looked into.

Helen

Anita has had the records of last year's donations and sponsors
from Julie and will start approaching sponsors in the new year.

Anita

The P.C has given the go ahead for bat boxes on any tree in the Old
Cemetery. We will arrange a work party when they are produced.
Perhaps they can be made by our group?
We will need to research details of sizes and sites etc.

Helen

We would like to also put up bird boxes - P.C to be asked for
permission.

Julie

After Anita's approach to Perdita we have decided to shelve any
plans for the Sensory garden at the moment.
We will investigate the position of a new butterfly garden on
Duffield, bearing in mind children playing and bees.

Helen & Julie

Emma has spoken to Sharon & Marie about the new School
Emma
gardening club. They need our help with planning & supervision. It
was agreed that we could probably do this, Emma to speak to them
further for more details.
They also intend to re-run the competition that they did last year.
EMH - Emma has a contact for them and will make a general
enquiry as to the possibilities of using their land.

Emma

There is unused land at the end of Far Croft - we will need to find
out who owns this before we can plan anything.

Julie

We are thinking of fruit trees and vegetables for both areas.
Although the Rectory donated to us last year it was felt that
making an improved garden for the residents was not something
for the wider community and so not likely to be a points winner.
Also they had failed to display the planters we had filled for them
last year so we put this on hold.
Willow art was discussed as not only a piece of art but also for
children to play in. Perhaps on Duffield close. Helen to investigate
Willow art. Julie to check the space needed for the gala before
asking the P.C for permission.

Helen/Julie

Julie felt that it would be useful to invite Dave Bramwell to talk to
the committee on how we can gain more points next year and plan
our route to the best advantage, perhaps concentrating more
centrally and more on foot.

Julie

The bark has not been received as yet for the Jubilee garden. Julie
to chase Dave Coupe. It was decided to miss out the weed sheet as
felt not needed & will allow bulbs to come through. A work party
will then be arranged.

Julie

Quiz - it was decided to run the BiB fund raising quiz on the same
format as for the BCF one. Date to be fixed near end Feb.

Julie

Plant pot trail - the weekend of May 26th - days to be decided. We
will have a tent at Gala to offer a workshop.
It would be useful to have a written record of where Bloomers are
Julie
willing to commit to for watering, feeding & deadheading as part of
a small team. Julie to prepare a list and ask everyone to offer what
they want to do. It was pointed out that planters need feeding over
the Winter too by Joe at Woolley Moor.

AOB

Points for the next agenda - where best to obtain plants, LE
greenhouse situation, timing of purchase.

Date of next
meeting

Sunday 14th January, 7pm Chequers.

